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Abstract—In vehicular communication systems, cooperative
awareness messages provide contextual information required
for transportation safety and efficiency applications. However,
without the appropriate design, these messages introduce a new
attack vector to compromise passenger privacy. The use of
ephemeral credentials – pseudonyms – was therefore proposed,
essentially to split a journey into unlinkable segments. To protect
segment transitions, encrypted mix-zones provide regions where
vehicles can covertly change their pseudonyms. While previous
work focused on the placement, shape, and protocols for mix-
zones, attacks that correlate vehicles entering and existing these
zones still remain a problem. Furthermore, existing schemes have
only considered homogeneous traffic, disregarding variations in
vehicle density due to differences in driver population, road
layout, and time of day. Without realistic experimental results,
any conclusion on real-world applicability is precarious. In this
paper, we address this challenge and present a novel scheme
that works independent of vehicles’ mobility patterns. More
precisely, our system generates fictive chaff vehicles when needed
and broadcasts their traces, while it remains unobtrusive if
sufficiently many vehicles are present. This greatly improves
privacy protection in situations with inherently low traffic density,
e.g., suburban areas, and during low traffic periods. Our scheme
ensure that an external attacker cannot distinguish between real
and chaff vehicles, while legitimate vehicles can recognize chaff
messages; this is important, because chaff vehicles (and messages)
must not affect the operation of safety applications. In our
evaluation, we compare our chaff-based approach with an exist-
ing cryptographic mix-zone scheme. Our results under realistic
traffic conditions show that by introducing fictive vehicles, traffic
flow variations can be smoothed and privacy protection can be
enhanced up to 76%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are to play a key
role in the development of intelligent transportation systems.
While recent technological advances, such as LIDAR in-
creased the sensing capabilities of individual vehicles, methods
such as cooperate collision avoidance and adaptive cruise con-
trol leverage collectively gathered information disseminated
throughout a VANET. To achieve this, vehicles’ On-Board
Units (OBUs) periodically broadcast Cooperative Awareness
Messages (CAMs) that provide information about their exact
location, heading, and velocity in real time. Digital signa-
tures using public key cryptography ensure the authenticity,
integrity, and non-repudiation of messages. According to inter-
national standards (IEEE 1609.2 WG [1] and ETSI [2]), each

OBU, authorized to participate in the vehicular communication
system, is equipped with public-private keys pairs. Using long-
term credentials for signature generation allows an attacker to
track a victim throughout its journey. As a solution for privacy
preservation, ephemeral credentials called pseudonyms were
proposed [3], [4]. For credential provisioning, schemes like
SECMACE [5], [6] provide a Vehicular Public-Key Infras-
tructure (VPKI) consisting of several Certificate Authorities
(CAs). By frequently changing to a new pseudonym, these
schemes aim to break a journey down into smaller, unlinkable
segments.

At the same time, it has been understood that messages
signed under different pseudonyms can be linked by an eaves-
dropper; either by examining the pseudonyms themselves or
by basing inferences on the content of the signed messages [7].
Syntactic and semantic linking [7], [8] exploit the circum-
stances under which vehicles change pseudonyms. Based on
the time of a transition, an attacker might especially observe
an isolated pseudonym change, and associate the old and new
identifiers through syntactic linking [8], [9]. During a semantic
linking attack, the adversary uses physical constraints of the
road layout, velocity, and heading of a victim’s vehicle to
predict its trajectory and link pseudonyms [7], [10]. While ap-
propriate pseudonym provisioning policies alleviate syntactic
linking [5], [6], [11], privacy protection is lowered by semantic
linking1 [7], [8], [10], [13], [14].

Different solutions have been proposed to thwart these link-
ing attacks. In silent period-based schemes, vehicles refrain
from message transmission while changing pseudonyms [8],
[15], [16]. However, the resulting lack of situational aware-
ness diminishes the reliability of safety applications, such as
collision avoidance [17], and greatly increases the probability
of an accident [18]. Alternatively, Cryptographic mix-zones
(CMIXs) cover road segments in which messages are en-
crypted to conceal pseudonym changes and CAMs [19], [20].
Improved privacy protection was shown under idealized con-
ditions, i.e., homogeneous traffic and simplified road layouts.
However, the resiliency of CMIX-based schemes against link-

1Note that connecting such anonymous location profiles to real identities
of vehicle owners is the final step, e.g., tracing their commutes and identify
home/work locations [12], or full de-anonymization of vehicles by honest-
but-curious VPKI entities [5], [6], [9].



ing attacks highly depends on the driver population, vehicle
arrival rates, and a uniform transition probability for vehicles
traversing the mix-zones. More precisely, under realistic mo-
bility patterns [21], real-world road network topologies [7],
and mix-zone geometries [22], an attacker could infer enough
information to harm user privacy [7], [19], [23]. Hence,
these patterns have a significant impact on the efficiency and
resiliency of such schemes in real-world scenarios [24].

In this paper, we address these problems by providing a
novel mix-zone scheme with protection against syntactic and
semantic linking attacks. More precisely,
• We propose a scheme that introduces fictive chaff ve-

hicles without interfering with the operation of existing
safety applications. Our scheme smooths variations in
road layout, time of day, and vehicle mobility patterns
to improve user privacy. Unlike previous work, our con-
struction considers the impact of a network of mix-zones
on safety applications instead of one isolated mix-zone.

• We provide missing experimental results to show the
impact of linking attacks by an eavesdropping adversary
who uses features of the traffic flow. This completes the
study by [14], which did not consider such attacks.

• In a quantitative analysis, we compare our chaff-based
approach with an existing CMIX scheme to show the
impact of variations in traffic density on passenger pri-
vacy. Our results under realistic traffic conditions show
that by introducing fictive vehicles, we can enhance user
privacy protection up to 76%.

In the rest of the paper, we survey the state-of-the-art
research efforts (Sec. II) and describe the system model,
assumptions and adversarial model (Sec. III). We present our
chaff-based CMIX scheme (Sec. IV), followed by a qualitative
and quantitative analysis of security and privacy (Sec. V
and VI). We then evaluate the performance of our scheme
(Sec. VII) and conclude the paper (Sec. VIII).

II. RELATED WORK

Due to the openness of wireless transmissions, an observer
can arbitrarily eavesdrop on VANET communication [25]–
[27]. With advances in broadcast technology to extend the
transmission range of OBUs [28], VANET messages become
increasingly accessible for an attacker. This information allows
semantic linking attacks which rely on location and heading
information of continuously broadcast CAMs [7].

Different pseudonym transition strategies to prevent an
attacker from inferring such information have been proposed.
To evade correlation attacks, some proposals suggest that each
vehicle should turn its wireless transmitter off for a randomly
chosen interval and change pseudonym within that silent pe-
riod [16], [29], [30]. Even though such schemes could improve
user privacy, they impose a performance penalty on safety
applications [18]. As a mitigation, vehicles could change their
pseudonyms when their speed drops below 30 km/h [8]. But,
an adversary can still conduct syntactic linking due to a lack of
synchronization among vehicles [9], or track vehicles across
pseudonym changes by predicting their trajectories [15].

Another line of study that does not impair safety applica-
tions proposes encrypted pseudonym transitions. In CMIX-
based schemes [19], a cryptographic mix-zone is created at
appropriate times and places, e.g., at intersections. When
crossing these regions, vehicles change their pseudonyms
privately while their communication is encrypted, which pre-
vents syntactic and semantic linking attacks. However, the
achieved privacy protection highly depends on the number
of vehicles participating in the mix-zone. Consequently, user
privacy is degraded under low traffic density, e.g., in a high-
way scenario [31]. Moreover, an attacker could compromise
pseudonym changes within a mix-zone based on the traffic
mobility pattern and vehicle speed [32]. Unlike such schemes,
we provide privacy protection regardless of variations in road
layout, time of day, vehicle density, and mobility patterns.

An alternative to these static mix-zones, dynamic formation
of mix-zones were proposed [33]. Each OBU is provided with
a global symmetric key, which it uses to spontaneously initiate
an encrypted area for pseudonym change. To prevent semantic
linking, such an approach requires vehicles to change their
speed, lane, or direction when updating their pseudonyms,
bringing the practicality of this scheme into question. Since
the scheme allows any OBU to terminate encryption periods,
an internal attacker could use this to reduce the anonymity
set, thus, compromising user privacy. Additionally, the scheme
introduces significant overhead on key management: for each
revocation event, a new symmetric key has to be distributed
to all legitimate vehicles within the system.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND OBJECTIVES

A. System Model and Assumptions

We assume a VPKI with Long Term CA (LTCA) and
Pseudonym CA (PCA) [6], [34], [35]. The LTCA provides
registered vehicles with a Long Term Certificate (LTC), used
to authorize the acquisition of pseudonyms from a PCA [5],
[6], [11]. Road-Side Units (RSUs) are authorized to request a
set of chaff pseudonyms equivalent to the pseudonyms used by
OBUs. The state-of-the-art VPKI deployments can easily be
adapted to provide pseudonyms in a timely manner [35]. All
VANET entities are loosely synchronized with the VPKI clock.
We further assume that all OBUs and RSUs are in possession
of a Hardware Security Module (HSM). Private keys stored in
an HSM cannot be extracted and only one pseudonym can be
active at a time for OBUs.

Messages are signed using the OBU’s private key corre-
sponding to the currently valid pseudonym. In case a faulty
behavior is detected, authenticated messages can be used by
a Resolution Authority (RA) to retrieve the long-term identity
of the vehicle [6]. The misbehaving OBU is subsequently ex-
cluded from further participation in the system by invalidating
its credentials, added to a revocation list [36].

All RSUs are provided with a wired connection to commu-
nicate with VPKI entities and other RSUs. These RSUs are
aware of their locality, the road layout, and their neighboring
RSUs. RSUs relay requests between OBUs and VPKI entities.
Unless revoked, OBUs and RSUs are considered trusted.
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Fig. 1: Network of four mix-zones: A, B, C, and D. Their
encrypted regions are indicated with dotted blue lines. Green
and orange solid lines show two real vehicles; each dashed
blue line denotes the trace of a chaff vehicle.

B. Adversary Model

We adhere to the adversarial model defined in the litera-
ture [3], [4]: internal adversaries, i.e., faulty, compromised, or
malicious, or external ones, i.e., unauthorized entities. Internal
adversaries have credentials and cryptographic material mak-
ing them a legitimate part of the system; they can deviate from
system protocols. External adversaries do not possess valid
credentials; but they can affect the system operation. From a
different perspective, adversaries could be active, i.e., capable
of injecting or modifying exchanged messages, or passive,
i.e., capable of collecting information by eavesdropping the
communication. In this work, we consider passive external
adversaries with wireless receivers placed along a road net-
work to eavesdrop on vehicular communications. We assume
an attacker who deploys off-the-shelf receivers. Performing
OBU fingerprinting or angle-of-arrival computation requires
significantly more sophisticated equipment and it is beyond
the scope of this investigation.

The attacker passively eavesdrops the communication and
acquires information to compromise passenger privacy. Such
information can be derived from CAMs, e.g., timing, velocity,
heading, and location. Attackers could also collude and share
individually collected information to compromise user privacy.
Leveraging this information, they try to perform semantic link-
ing by associating old and new pseudonym after a pseudonym
transition. Especially because our scheme must not impair
safety applications, a mechanism is provided for OBUs to
distinguish between fictive and real vehicle messages. This
poses an attractive target for an attacker, given knowledge of
our scheme, who might try to filter chaff messages out.

IV. CHAFF-BASED CMIX
A. System Overview

To provide a solution resilient to variations in traffic density,
we introduce fictive chaff vehicles. While these vehicles do not
exist in reality, chaff CAMs are generated and signed with the
private keys of chaff pseudonyms to materialize chaff vehicles’

presence. The purpose is to decrease the chances of an attacker
compromising a victim’s pseudonym change by linking its old
to its new pseudo-identity. Our scheme uses designated RSUs,
positioned at locations where vehicles physically mix, e.g., at
intersections [19], to create encrypted mix-zones for private
pseudonym change. RSUs serve three purposes: maintaining
a symmetric key to establish the encrypted region, generating
messages resembling chaff vehicles, and ensuring that chaff
pseudonyms do not interfere with safety applications.

Using the scenario in Fig. 1, we describe different tasks of
our scheme. The four mix-zones (A, B, C, and D) indicated
with dotted circles denote the encrypted regions of the road
network. For each mix-zone, an RSU manages chaff vehicle
generation and key distribution for vehicles in proximity.

After a vehicle entered a mix-zone, an RSU uses its knowl-
edge about other vehicles in that zone, their intended trajec-
tory, and the road layout to determine how many chaff vehicles
are required. In the case of mix-zone A, two vehicles, indicated
in orange and green, enter at the same time. Given the two real
vehicles, their actual trajectories, and mix-zone exit points, two
chaff vehicles need to be created to fill the remaining two exits
(blue dashed lines); in fact, pretending that two ‘real’ vehicles
exit from those exit points. The RSU responsible for mix-
zone A uses location and heading from messages of previously
observed real vehicles to generate synthetic CAMs, resembling
the traces towards adjacent mix-zones. Message timestamps
are adapted to emulate authentic location information and
velocity, making chaff and real vehicles indistinguishable.
While RSUs broadcast CAMs within their range directly,
broadcasting chaff messages outside their coverage needs to be
delegated2. Neighboring RSUs can undertake messages within
their coverage while messages that are supposed to originate
outside any RSU coverage can be delegated to real vehicles.

In order to preserve the correct functionality of safety
applications, our scheme provides vehicles with information
to identify chaff messages. Therefore, each RSU keeps a
Cuckoo Filter (CF) [37] which it distributes to OBUs. This
data structure includes fingerprints of chaff pseudonyms used
to sign chaff CAMs from adjacent mix-zones. When receiving
a CAM, an OBU tests the attached pseudonym’s fingerprint
against its CF; if positive, the message is discarded. In our
example scenario, the RSU, operating mix-zone B, maintains
a CF that includes chaff pseudonyms used by the zones A,
D and B itself. Similarly to Bloom Filters, CFs provide fast
membership tests at the cost of a false positive rate, but in
contrast support dynamic updates of the underlying set. This
also alleviates the introduced computational overhead.

Yet, before a pseudonym can be used, neighboring RSUs
and OBUs in transit between mix-zones have to be notified to
update their CF. Due to propagation delays, these updates may
inflict a delay until a chaff pseudonym can be used. However,
to ensure effective privacy protection, an RSU cannot delay
chaff message emission. To mitigate these propagation delays,

2We note that the encryption radius of a mix-zone is not equivalent to
an RSU’s transmission range. The effect of these radii and their impact on
privacy is evaluated in Section VII.



TABLE I: Protocol parameters summary and description.

Cp+ Certificate corresponding to public key p+

CFe Entity e’s local Cuckoo Filter CF

Ek(msg) Encryption of message msg using key k

FP (·) Fingerprint of a chaff pseudonym

LK+
e , LK−e Long-term public and private key of entity e

m Number of vehicles in transit between two mix-zones

PK+
e , PK−e Pseudonymous public and private key pair of entity e

Pose Position information (longitude, latitude)

RMIX
r Encryption radius of mix-zone r

Sigk− Signature on the message using private key k−

SKr Symmetric key valid for encryption inside mix-zone r

ti Fresh timestamp

Trv Intended trajectory of vehicle v

RSUs proactively include pseudonyms in CF updates and
maintain a pool of these ready-to-use credentials for chaff
message signature generation. We evaluate the size of CFs
in Section VII.

B. Protocols and Services

The protocols required to implement our scheme are out-
lined in this section. Table I provides a summary and descrip-
tion of the functions and notions used.

1) Credential Acquisition: All OBUs and RSUs are as-
sumed to have received long term credentials LK+, LK−

after being registered at the LTCA. In order to obtain new
pseudonyms, the LTCA provides a requesting entity with
an authorizing ticket which is sent to the PCA [6], [11].
Subsequently, the PCA responds with a set of pseudonyms.
The LTCA only issues one ticket per OBU while RSUs
can obtain multiple tickets because RSUs need to generate
chaff CAMs to confuse an attacker. An RSU cannot reuse
a credential, otherwise an attacker would be able to classify
it as a chaff pseudonym and discard the associated CAMs.
On-demand pseudonym acquisition is feasible through the
deployment of a highly-available and dynamically scaleable
VPKI system [35].

2) Chaff Notification: Chaff messages generated by an RSU
r are limited to the road segments connecting it to adjacent
mix-zones with RSUs o. Consequently, r’s chaff pseudonyms
can only be encountered in these locations. For example, vehi-
cles in mix-zone B in Fig. 1 can encounter chaff pseudonyms
used by the mix-zones A and D. In order to not interfere with
safety applications, these chaff pseudonyms are included in
CFs provided to real vehicles in B’s vicinity. The protocol in
Fig. 2 is used by RSU r to notify its immediate neighboring
RSUs o by sending the fingerprints of pseudonyms CPK+

chaff

it intends to use (step 2.1, i.e. step 1 in Fig. 2). The receiving
RSUs add these fingerprints to their local CFo which is going
to be distributed to vehicles within the RSUs’ vicinity. Since
vehicles in transit between any o and r might be temporarily
without RSU coverage, this update is subject to delays. The
RSUs o use m to indicate the number of vehicles that have
left towards r since the last notification (step 2.2). If m = 0,
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Fig. 2: RSU r notifies its adjacent RSUs o about the fingerprint
of a chaff pseudonym. The RSUs reply with m indicating
vehicles are in transit towards r since the last notification.
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Fig. 3: Mix-zones are advertised through periodic beacons.
Once inside a mix-zone, OBUs prepare a new key pair, provide
their intended trajectory, and obtain the symmetric key.

no CFs need to be updated and the chaff pseudonym can be
used directly. Otherwise, the chaff pseudonym cannot be used
as these m vehicles would be unable to identify it as such,
hence it is marked as pending. Once all relevant vehicles have
received the CF update, PK−chaff is ready-to-use.

When a chaff vehicle enters a mix-zone, the fingerprint of
its chaff pseudonym is removed from the CF to reduce the
CF’s size. In our example, chaff pseudonyms used for chaff
vehicles coming from B can be removed from CFA once they
enter A. When CFs are distributed to OBUs, a signature of the
originating RSU and a timestamp is included.

3) Mix-zone Participation: RSUs periodically broadcast the
center Posr and radius RMIX

r of a mix-zone (step 3.1). When
an OBU entered a mix-zone, it generates a new key pair (step
3.2) later used for CAM delegation. To join a mix-zone, the
approaching vehicle provides its new public key PK ′+v , its
current cuckoo filter CFv , and trajectory Trv through that road
section (step 3.3). The RSU can mark pending pseudonyms
included in CFv as ready-to-use. Encrypted with the vehicle’s
public key and signed by the RSU, the mix-zone specific
symmetric key and local CFr is sent back (step 3.4). Based
on Trv , the vehicle’s speed and the other real vehicles in
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Fig. 4: OBUs forward CF updates and mix-zone keys epidem-
ically outside RSU coverage.

the mix-zone, the RSU generates the required chaff traces.
The resulting CAMs are signed using ready-to-used chaff
pseudonyms. Subsequently, RSU r uses its knowledge about
the trajectory of all real vehicles vi in the mix-zone to delegate
chaff CAMs that are required to originate outside its coverage.
In step 3.5, these CAMs and signatures are delegated to vi by
sending them encrypted with vi’s public key PK ′+vi . vi is going
to broadcast these CAMs based on their timestamp.

4) Cuckoo Filter Update: In order to reduce the duration
until a pseudonym is ready-to-use, we use epidemic propaga-
tion to disseminate CF updates between vehicles (see Fig. 4).
When a vehicle vi encounters a new peer vj , it initiates the
forwarding protocol by sending CFvi (step 4.1). After OBU
vj responds with its CFvj

from the same mix-zone (step 4.2),
both OBUs compare the timestamps of the CF they received.
Once the signature attached to the CFs is verified, vi and vj
update their CFs to the more recent one. Since vehicles located
outside the range of a given mix-zone’s RSU r are unaware
of SKr, we piggyback SKr on this exchange.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Messages are digitally signed under the private key of the
currently valid pseudonym of an OBU or the LTC of the RSUs.
They also include timestamps and hence protocol interactions
are protected against injection and replay attacks.

1) Chaff Notifications: RSUs provide fingerprints of chaff
pseudonyms to adjacent mix-zones to ensure safety application
functionality. In the hands of an attacker, these fingerprints
allow him to discard chaff messages and degrade the privacy
protection offered by our scheme. Equally, if an attacker
manages to inject fingerprints of real pseudonyms, OBUs
would ignore real messages jeopardizing passenger safety.
Hence, two RSUs exchange chaff notifications encrypted under
the receiver’s public key and provide a signature for integrity.
The number of real vehicles in transit between two mix-zones
(m) is also to be encrypted, otherwise it allows an attacker to
reason about the number of chaff vehicles. For example, given
m = 0, an attacker would conclude that no real vehicles are
present and observed messages originate from chaff vehicles.

2) Mix-zone Interaction: Four types of information are
transmitted when a vehicle interacts with a mix-zone’s RSU:
(1) the vehicle’s new public key, (2) its intended route, (3)
the vehicle’s and RSU’s CFs, and (4) chaff CAM delegations.
If in possession of (1) or (2), it is trivial for an attacker to
link old and new pseudonym of a vehicle. (3) and (4) enable

TABLE II: Metric parameters summary and description.

E Edges E = (ni, nj);ni,j ∈ N

l(e) Length of e ∈ E

N Junctions of the road network
M Mix-zones M ⊆ N

pv(n) Probability to link v’s pseudonyms when traversing n ∈M

Tv Trip of vehicle v, Tv = (n0, ..., ni);ni ∈ N

|T | Total length of trip T

the attacker to identify chaff pseudonyms and discard chaff
CAMs. An OBU encrypts (1), (2), and (3) with the RSU’s
public key to initiate the protocol. The response providing
the mix-zone’s symmetric key and the RSU’s CF is encrypted
with the vehicle’s public key. To protect CAM delegation (4),
the RSU uses the target vehicle’s public key to encrypt the
communication.

3) CF Update Propagation: Our scheme epidemically
propagates CF updates and mix-zone keys. A CF obtained
by an attacker would enable the exclusion of all messages
signed with the included chaff pseudonyms and hence defeat
our scheme. A leaked mix-zone key would turn an external
adversary into an internal one. To prevent an eavesdropper
from acquiring any of the two pieces of information, OBUs
encrypt their communication using the respective receiver’s
public key. The injection of forged CFs is mitigated by
attaching a signature of the originating RSU. Since CFs have a
fixed size (see Sec. VII) and are encrypted, an attacker cannot
infer the number of active chaff vehicles from them.

VI. PRIVACY ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

Our evaluation assesses the privacy protection achieved
under three scenarios with different traffic densities (see
Fig. 5). These were chosen due to their range in road types
and differences in driver population. We compare our chaff-
based approach to the original CMIX [19] scheme that did
not consider sparse vehicle availability, hereafter termed the
baseline scheme.

a) Exposure Metric: In previous work, metrics capturing
a vehicle’s privacy, such as anonymity set size and tracking
entropy, were used [19], [30], [33]. These assume vehicles are
dispersed according to a Gaussian distribution and their mix-
zone transition probabilities are normally distributed, which
limits their expressiveness under real traffic conditions [38].
We define an exposure metric based on a vehicle’s route
length and the number of mix-zones traversed during a trip.
It captures the impact of a linked change from pseudonym p
to a new pseudonym p′ by weighing it with the distance the
vehicle will remain using p′. Intuitively, if the vehicle changes
to yet another pseudonym p′′ after a short period, the impact
of a linking p to p′ is smaller than if p′ was used for a longer
period as a larger piece of the journey can be attributed to
the same vehicle. In Table II, we provide the parameters of a
road network which we model as a graph of nodes (junctions)
N and edges (roads) E. A subset M of nodes denotes the
mix-zones of the network. Equation 1 shows how the privacy
degradation P (Tv) for vehicle v during a trip T is computed.
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Fig. 5: The areas used for the simulation expose individual mobility patterns due to driver population and road layout. Road
capacities are color coded, yellow points show junctions while dashed circles indicate encrypted mix-zones with RMIX = 50m.

TABLE III: Region simulation parameters (RMIX = 50m).
Parameter Suburban Residential Central

Area 1.31 km2 0.61 km2 1.39 km2

Junctions 69 34 61

Mix-zones 31 18 28
Average number

of vehicles per mix-zone 1825 4631 6500

P (Tv) =

m∑
i=0

l(ei) ∗ pv(ni)

|Tv|
(1)

When traversing node ni, the length of the exiting edge l(ei)
is weighted by the attacker’s probability pv of successfully
linking v’s pseudonyms across the transition. In case ni /∈M ,
this probability is set to 1.0, otherwise it is computed depend-
ing on the applied scheme. For the baseline scheme, traffic
flow features are used, such as transition duration, transition
probability, and the number of vehicles in the mix-zone [19].
For our chaff-based scheme, the number of vehicles and the
generated chaff messages form the basis of the probability
computation. Finally, the total length of a trip |Tv| is used to
normalize the exposure for vehicles with varying trip lengths.

b) Quantitative Analysis: For our simulations, we ex-
tended the implementation of the PREXT project [14] based
on the Omnet++ and the Veins framework. We used the
SUMO traffic simulator to produce realistic mobility traces
according to the LuST dataset [21] for vehicle trajectories in
the city of Luxembourg. The characterizing features of the
three selected regions are provided in Table III. We show
the area, the number of junctions, the number of mix-zones,
and the average traffic density. Since an optimal mix-zone
placement is NP-complete [39], we used a heuristic-based
approach which maximizes the number of mix-zones across a
map for a given encryption radius. For our initial comparison,
we chose RMIX = 50 meters. The resulting mix-zones for
each region are highlighted with dashed circles in Fig. 5.
Mix-zones are placed such that their encrypted areas do not
overlap, otherwise, they simply merge into one larger area.
We compared three different attack strategies, choosing mix-
zones randomly, by traffic density, and by the number of
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Fig. 6: Privacy degradation comparison: lines show exposure
values for the 90th percentile of the vehicle population.

roads exiting a mix-zone. Since selecting mix-zones by traffic
density yielded the best results for the attacker, we evaluated
this strategy.

After simulating both schemes for the three scenarios over
a full-day period, we obtained the results depicted in Fig. 6.
They provide the exposure values for the 90th percentile of
the vehicle population. We found that the privacy exposure is
inversely correlated with real vehicle density. This can be seen
during the rush hours around 7:30, 13:00, and 18:30 which
coincide with a reduction in exposure values. Due to very low
traffic density from midnight to 5:00 am, this period provides
vehicles the least privacy protection. Regional variations, e.g.,
between the central and residential area, also contribute to
differences in privacy exposure levels. In contrast, our scheme
appears more resilient against these fluctuations providing a
homogeneous level of privacy protection.

Next, we evaluated the effect of different encryption radii
on the performance of both schemes. As shown in Fig. 7, we
conducted simulations for RMIX = [50, 100, 150, 200, 250].
We considered an attacker who has several observation spots
with limited coverage [31] and a global attacker, capable of
covering the entire network, in the residential and central
region. These regions were chosen since they exhibited the best
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Fig. 7: Effect of mix-zone encryption range on vehicle expo-
sure. The attackers observe 30% and 100% of the mix-zones.

and worst privacy protection in our analysis with RMIX = 50.
We found that user privacy improves with increasing encryp-
tion range; however, the baseline scheme converges slower
than our chaff-based scheme and exposes larger variations,
confirming its dependence on mobility patterns. After an initial
improvement in privacy protection by increasing RMIX from
50 to 100 meters for the chaff-based scheme, the privacy
protection remains optimal thereafter. These figures indicate
that while the baseline scheme offers more user privacy with
a larger RMIX , a chaff-based scheme can operate almost
independent of the value chosen for RMIX . A smaller RMIX

means that a vehicle enters and leaves more mix-zones, conse-
quently its journey is divided into more segments which offers
more privacy protection according to Freudiger et al. [19].

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of our system using three
metrics: (1) chaff pseudonym pool size, (2) the number of
simultaneously active chaff pseudonyms, and (3) the RSU
signature generation overhead. Considering different values for
RMIX , the remainder of this section discusses resource re-
quirements on the basis of these metrics. The results acquired
over the whole 24h simulation are shown in Table IV.

For the number of active chaff vehicles, we are interested
in two aspects. Firstly, whether real vehicles can alleviate the
number of required chaff vehicles, and secondly the absolute
computation overhead experienced by an RSU for chaff CAM
signature generation. Given the influx of vehicles into a mix-
zone under consideration of the availability of real vehicles,
we can compute the number of required chaff vehicles. In-
tuitively, this number should be inversely correlated with the
traffic density. Figure 8 shows each mix-zone’s active chaff
pseudonyms per real vehicle. As expected, we found that with
an increase in real vehicle density during peak hours (around
7:30, 13:00 and 17:30), less chaff vehicles are required to
achieve the same level of privacy protection. Secondly, based
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Fig. 8: Active chaff vehicles per real vehicle. The shaded area
denotes number of real vehicles. One line per mix-zone: 28,
31, 18 for the central, suburban, and residential region.

TABLE IV: Different encryption radii affect the number of
simultaneously active chaff pseudonyms, chaff message gen-
eration, and pseudonym pool size.

Mix-zone encryption radius [m] 50 100 150 200 250

Max. Active chaff pseudonyms [#] 68 176 165 99 66

Max. CAM generation [msg/s] 240 848 1321 831 634

Max. Pseudonym pool size [#] 5 4 3 4 3

on trace length and the number of required chaff vehicles, we
can compute the rate with which RSUs have to sign chaff
messages. Studies on Nexcom boxes (Dual-core 1.66 GHz,
1GB memory) from the PRESERVE project show that the
average latency to generate Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) signatures, over 256 bit prime fields, is
0.4 ms [40]. The results indicate that even modest computing
resources can support generating 6742 signatures per second.
Note that RSUs will be provided with higher computational
power; thus, generating thousands of chaff CAMs will not
incur excessive workload on the RSUs.

In order to ensure the timely generation of chaff mes-
sages, RSUs retain a pool of ready-to-use pseudonyms. We
provide an estimate for the size of this pool, by measuring
the maximum propagation delay between adjacent mix-zones.
Using the arriving real vehicles and hence the number of
chaff vehicles, we can compute the required chaff pseudonyms.
According to our results, a pool size of five chaff pseudonyms
ensures the timely availability of ready-to-use pseudonyms.

For safety applications to operate correctly, CFs are dis-
tributed to vehicles in transit between adjacent RSUs. We
provide an upper bound for their size to assess the storage
and communication cost. After a full-day simulation, we
found a maximum of 175 and 160 simultaneously active chaff
pseudonyms across all mix-zone for RMIX = [100, 150].
After examining the mix-zone placement, we can explain this
peak through a lower mix-zone density. Given the constraint
of non-overlapping zones, mix-zones are placed sparser across
the same area causing longer unencrypted segments between



zones. The results are longer chaff traces and hence simulta-
neously active chaff pseudonyms. Even though a CF contain-
ing these pseudonyms is sufficient for safety applications, it
requires to be continuously updated, leading to an increased
overhead during epidemic propagation. As mitigation, a larger
number of chaff pseudonyms can be proactively included in
the CF. For example, using the maximum simultaneous active
chaff pseudonyms, i.e., 176, we can compute that 316,800
chaff pseudonyms are sufficient to provide a CF that needs
to be updated every 30 minutes. This amounts for a CF with
3.63 MB in size at a false positive rate of p = 10−20 [37].
Given a data rate of several Mbit/s for modern IEEE 802.11p
interfaces [1], this means CF updates do not pose a significant
communication overhead.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a novel scheme for private pseudonym change
that offers a constant level of privacy independent of the
operation area, mix-zone encryption radius, time of the day,
and vehicle arrival rates. Our scheme ensures that safety
applications remain unaffected by the introduction of chaff
vehicles. Through an extensive analysis, we showed the se-
curity and privacy properties of our system and analyzed
the performance in comparison to a previously proposed
CMIX scheme. Without significant additional overhead, our
scheme enhanced user privacy up to 76%, independent of
the underlying traffic conditions. As future work, we plan to
investigate how parameters such as encryption radius, number
of mix-zones, and ephemeral mix-zone encryption keys can
provide resilience against an internal attacker, e.g., malicious
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